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In the US Air Force there exist several systems for which design documentation does not exist. Chief reasons for this lack of system
documentation include software having been developed several decades ago, natural evolution of software, and software existing
mostly in its binary versions. However, the systems are still being used and the US Air Force would like to know the actual designs
for the systems so that they may be reengineered for future requirements. Any knowledge of such systems lies mostly with its
users and managers. A project was commissioned to recover designs for such systems based on knowledge of systems obtained
from stakeholders by interviewing them. In this paper we describe our application of the NFR Approach, where NFR stands for
Nonfunctional Requirements, to recover software design of amiddleware systemused by theAir Force called the Phoenix system. In
our project we interviewed stakeholders of the Phoenix system, applied the NFRApproach to recover design artifacts, and validated
the artifacts with the design engineers of the Phoenix system. Our study indicated that there was a high correlation between the
recovered design and the actual design of the Phoenix system.

1. Introduction

Design recovery in software systems involves obtaining
design from artifacts such as code, system documentation,
and execution environment, with the primary objectives
being reduced maintenance costs, system enhancement, or
system reengineering [1–3]. Design recovery is especially
important for legacy systems where only a few software
artifacts exist to aid their understanding: for example, there
are systems that are decades old and will serve useful
purposes if reengineered but whose only artifacts are limited
documentation, a few stakeholders willing to share their
experiences with the system, and the executable binary code
[4].

Usual techniques for design recovery include code-based
and domain knowledge-based techniques. Code-based tech-
niques [4, 5] start with parsing the code and identifying
elements and then obtain the design. In doing so an inter-
mediate representation of the code is derived such as the
hammock graphs, dependency graphs, or control flowgraphs.

However, as mentioned in [4], knowledge about architecture,
design decisions, and design constraints cannot be fully
obtained fromcode analysis alone.Domain knowledge-based
techniques are used for program comprehension [6] that uses
knowledge representation such as graphs and trees and apply
classical reasoning techniques to retrieve design patterns;
they are mostly used to augment code-based techniques to
capture higher level abstraction of designs; but this again does
not fully capture the high level architecture for the system [7].

In our project, the objective was to obtain designs by
interviewing stakeholders of a system. Stakeholders included
users and managers. We were provided a rough idea of the
environment in which the system operates but no access to
system documentation.We were given time slots to interview
system stakeholders and we were free to ask questions
relevant to the system. From these interview notes we were
to recover the design of the system. For the purpose of
validation we were asked to recover design for the Phoenix
system [8], which is a middleware system used by the US Air
Force.The Phoenix system is a middleware system developed
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by the Air Force for use in tactical and enterprise systems.
Phoenix belongs to the class of message-oriented middle-
ware and provides transparent message transport facilities
over multiple operating systems and network protocols.
Applications can communicate with Phoenix using well-
defined interfaces and exchange real time data. Phoenix
operates using producer-consumer paradigm and uses store-
and-forward technique for increased reliability of message
transport over any unreliable communication links.The code
base of Phoenix is over 100K lines of code and consists of
fifteen subsystems. Phoenix was a suitable candidate system
for reverse engineering because of the ready availability of its
user base as well as the access to its developers for validation.
Additionally, Phoenix system’s complexity is similar to those
legacy systems of which Air Force is interested in recovering
the designs.

Our process of reverse engineering from stakeholder
interviews was guided by the NFR Approach [9–13], where
NFR stands for nonfunctional requirements. The NFR
Approach is knowledge driven, permits design trade-off
analysis, provides a systematic process for recovering designs
from domain knowledge, and rationalizes the process of
design recovery from domain knowledge. It is a goal-based
approach that has been used for forward engineering software
systems where, starting with requirements for the system, the
designs were developed [11, 13, 14]; however, since it can also
capture information from documents [15], we find it suitable
for design recovery from documentary evidence obtained
from interviewing users.

During design recovery we obtain multiple views for
the architecture [16–18] including component and connec-
tor view, detailed structural view, logical deployment view,
physical deployment view, and use-case scenarios. In this
NFRApproach-based process, we attempted to obtain several
of these artifacts for the Phoenix system. The developers of
Phoenix validated the resulting designs.

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 discusses
documentation of stakeholder interviews, Section 3 describes
the NFR Approach briefly, Section 4 applies the NFR
Approach to recover design for the Phoenix system, Section 5
discusses validation and lessons learnt, and Section 6 con-
cludes the paper and provides directions for future work.

1.1. Related Work. Existing techniques for reverse engineer-
ing primarily rely on source code as a basis for design and
requirement recovery [4, 7]. They can be categorized into
static and dynamic approaches and into automatic and semi-
automatic approaches. Static approaches reverse engineer
from source code by creating an intermediate graphical rep-
resentation of the code [5, 19–21] while dynamic approaches
actually execute the code [22–24]. Automatic approaches
[22, 25, 26] are completely tool-based that recover designs
and requirements from source code, while semiautomatic
techniques employ manual intervention in the process [22,
27, 28]. The NFR Approach has also been used in static
source code-based reverse engineering case studies [20] with
encouraging results.

There have been attempts to reverse engineer systems
from domain information. An inductive learning approach

to recovering specifications has been described in [29] where
the program behavior is studied. An approach that uses
runtime use-case scenarios to extract requirements can be
seen in [24]. An approach that uses financial information
together with code details in C programming language is
given in [28]. Also, design documentation and other system
documentations for recovering ADA code are described
in [1]. Design recovery by employing Unified Modeling
Language to extract class diagrams has been shown in [21, 23],
while the Unified Process has been used to recover design
elements in [30] by employing use-case scenarios.

There have also been attempts to recover design infor-
mation using metrics [31] such as weighted number of
methods per class and coupling data to associate programs or
subroutines to objects. They created a call graph structure to
analyze data-intensive COBOL programs and classify them.
A clustering technique that groups components realizing
specific functions of aweb application [32] has been proposed
to develop UML diagrams for a web application.

The NFR Approach described in this paper appears to
be unique in aiming to capture designs from stakeholder
experiences and explicitly including the human feedback as
a basis for design recovery. A high-level presentation of our
approach was presented in [33]—this paper is a significantly
more detailed description of our work.

2. Interviewing Stakeholders

In order to interview stakeholders we needed to first identify
them. Phoenix development team had a list of users of
Phoenix from which we shortlisted three major system
development projects within the Air Force: Marti, Command
and Control (C2), and E-Phoenix. Each of these projects
develops a sophisticated system using Phoenix to provide
communication linkages between system components. We
were given contact information for users in each of these
projects who were experienced in using the Phoenix system.
Also the development team’smanagerwas interviewed.Ques-
tions asked during interviews included the following.

(Q1) List problems faced before Phoenix was developed.
(Q2) Before Phoenix, how were the business processes it

automated performed?
(Q3) List the main objectives for Phoenix system.
(Q4) List the business processes that Phoenix satisfies.
(Q5) List three problems with Phoenix system.

Each of these questions served a specific purpose. Q1
helped understand the problems that caused migration to
Phoenix; Q2 was aimed at capturing the business domain
knowledge; Q3 helped understand the expectations for the
Phoenix system; Q4 helps understand how Phoenix was used
for automating processes and obtain an understanding of the
capability of Phoenix; Q5 lists problems that stakeholders
now have with Phoenix itself which help understand unmet
expectations. The interview was conducted in an infor-
mal but structured manner. The opinions of stakeholders
were recorded and any misunderstandings were clarified
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(1)Why do you use Phoenix?
Marti is a system of databases and messages to get images from aircraft to ground. The underlying infrastructure is Phoenix and
it controls the dataflow. Data are typically images and CoT (cursor on target) messages; CoT messages are both text and XML.
Phoenix usage is completely transparent; (user) did not know that Phoenix was being used until the code was reviewed.
(2) Before Phoenix was available how did you accomplish these functions?
Marti was never used without Phoenix
(3) How do you use Phoenix? Can you list the steps?
From a user perspective:
(a) On the Falcon View (a PC based mapping application) make a query for an image;
(b) Images are retrieved from Phoenix;
(c) Get the images.
(d) Click to see them on Falcon View
(e) View images or use RouteScout
From the Phoenix perspective:
(a) Add images or CoT messages to Postgres database
(b) No need to specific destination (ports are defined—it is a closed set)
(c) Images/messages sent to a fixed destination
(4) List problems with Phoenix?
No user documentation for Phoenix—a DFD of process to use Phoenix will be useful (especially if it includes data formats).
For Marti even the developer documentation is not there.
The Marti system is dependent on Postgres database—if Postgres fails then whole system fails.

Box 1: Answers obtained by interviewing a user of the Phoenix system.

by seeking subsequent feedback. This was an iterative and
incremental process of knowledge gathering, where one set
of interviews led to questions for other interviews.

An example response is given in Box 1 from one of the
users. The interviews were conducted in an environment
friendly to the interviewees, either in their office or in a
conference room, for no more than thirty minutes each time.
During interviews questions were asked to clarify responses.
Clarifications were also asked by follow-up meetings or
by e-mail. Responses during interviews were recorded by
hand and subsequently transcribed using word processing
software.

We then applied the NFR Approach to identify design
alternatives for the Phoenix system from user responses. The
use of the NFR Approach for this purpose is discussed in the
next two sections.

3. The NFR Approach

The NFR Approach is a goal-oriented approach that can
be applied to determine the extent to which objectives are
achieved by a process or product. NFR stands for nonfunc-
tional requirements, which represent properties of a system
such as reliability, maintainability, and flexibility and could
equally well represent functional objectives and constraints
for a system. In this paper we applied the NFR Approach to
reversely engineer a software system by evaluating whether
a specific design element satisfied specific requirements
for the system. The NFR Approach also allows functional
requirements to be represented as hardgoals [34]. The NFR
Approach uses a well-defined ontology for this purpose that
includes NFR softgoals, hardgoals operationalizing softgoals,
claim softgoals, contributions, labels, and propagation rules;

each of these elements is described briefly below (details
may be seen in [9]). Furthermore, the NFR Approach uses
the concept of satisficing, a term borrowed from economics,
which indicates satisfaction within limits instead of absolute
satisfaction, since absolute satisfaction of NFRs is usually
difficult.

NFR softgoals represent NFRs and their decompositions.
Elements that have physical equivalents (process or prod-
uct elements) are represented by operationalizing softgoals
and their decompositions. During decompositions (of either
the NFR softgoals or the operationalizing softgoals), AND
decomposition is used when each child softgoal of the
decomposition has to be satisficed for the parent softgoal to
be satisficed but the denial of even one child is sufficient to
deny the parent, OR decomposition is used when satisficing
of even one child satisfices the parent but all children need
to be denied for the parent to be denied, and EQUAL
decomposition has only one child for a parent and propagates
the satisficing or the denial of the child to the parent.

Hardgoals represent functional requirements and their
decompositions. Again hardgoals can be decomposed using
AND, OR, or EQUAL decompositions. Contributions
(MAKE, HELP, HURT, and BREAK) are made by
operationalizing softgoals to the NFR softgoals and
hardgoals. Reasons for contributions are captured by
claim softgoals, and claim softgoals may form a chain of
evidence where one claim satisfies another, which satisfies
another, and so on. Each of the four types of contributions
has a specific semantic significance: MAKE contribution
refers to a strong positive degree of satisficing the objectives
(represented by NFR softgoals) by artifacts (represented
by operationalizing softgoals) under consideration, HELP
contribution refers to a positive degree of satisficing, HURT
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contribution refers to a negative degree of satisficing, and
BREAK contribution refers to a strong negative degree of
satisficing.

Due to these contributions, some of the softgoals acquire
labels that capture the extent to which a softgoal or hardgoal
is satisficed: satisficed, weakly satisficed, weakly denied (or
weakly not satisficed), denied (or not satisficed), or unknown
(indicated by an absence of any label attribute). Labels
are ranked in satisficing in the order: satisficed > weakly
satisficed > unknown > weakly denied > denied. Moreover,
high priority softgoals, hardgoals, decompositions, and con-
tributions may be indicated using the criticality symbol.

Propagation rules propagate labels from child softgoal
to the parent across decompositions, from operationalizing
softgoals to NFR softgoals (or hardgoals) across contribu-
tions, and from claim softgoals to contributions; propagation
rules aid in the rationalization process of the NFR Approach.
Example propagation rules are as follows (details can be seen
in [9]).

(R1) Determine labels for all operationalizing softgoals,
claim softgoals, and contributions: each is either
satisficed, denied, weakly satisficed, weakly denied, or
unknown.

(R2) If a softgoal label is satisficed (denied) and it has a
MAKE contribution to its parent, then the softgoal
propagates its label to the parent.

(R3) If a softgoal label is satisficed (denied) and it has a
BREAK contribution to its parent, then the softgoal
propagates denied (satisficing) label to its parent.

(R4) If all labels propagated to a parent (either softgoal,
hardgoal, or a contribution) are satisficed (denied),
then that parent is satisficed (denied).

(R5) If there is amix of labels propagated to a parent (either
softgoal, hardgoal, or a contribution) and then if most
of the labels are satisficed (denied), then the parent is
weakly satisficed (weakly denied).

(R6) If the label of a softgoal is unknown, then if it
is involved in an AND contribution, its label is
assumed to be satisficed and if it is involved in an OR
contribution, its label is denied.

(R7) In the case of AND-decomposed softgoals, if even one
child softgoal has a denied label, then the parent is
denied; otherwise the parent is satisficed.

(R8) In the case of OR-decomposed softgoals, if even one
child softgoal has a satisficed label, then the parent is
satisficed; otherwise the parent is denied.

(R9) If a contribution is denied, then a MAKE contribu-
tion becomes a BREAK contribution and vice versa;
a weakly satisficed contribution becomes a weakly
denied contribution and vice versa.

The propagation rule R1 states that a softgoal can have one
of five labels—satisficed, weakly satisficed, weakly denied,
denied, and unknown; this is true for hardgoals as well. Rules
R2 and R3 state the label propagated by a softgoal to its
parent via MAKE or BREAK contributions. Rules R4 and

R5 state the labels for parents based on contributions from
their children. Rule R6 states what to do when a softgoal
label is of unknown type—in this rule we have assumed
an open policy approach wherein ignorance is considered
favorably from a satisficing viewpoint: if a softgoal label is
unknown, its impact on satisficing its parent is negligible—
we let impact from softgoals whose satisficing is known to
dominate the labels propagated to the parent. We discuss
this further in a later section. Rules R7 and R8 state the
labels propagated to the parent softgoal involved in an AND
or OR decomposition with its children. Rule R9 states how
unsatisficed contributions are treated: if a contribution is
unsatisficed, then its type changes to the opposite type of
satisficing.

These elements of the NFR Approach are captured in a
graphical representation called the Softgoal Interdependency
Graph (SIG). Each softgoal is named using the convention
Type [Topic] where Type is the name of the softgoal and Topic
is the context where the softgoal is used; Topic is optional
for a softgoal and for a claim softgoal; the name may be the
justification itself.

We applied the NFR Approach to analyze stakeholder
experiences by transforming interview notes into SIGs for
further analysis—this process is discussed in the next section.
The partial ontology of the NFR Approach is shown in
Figure 1.

3.1. Process for Applying the NFR Approach for Design Recov-
ery. The steps for applying the NFR Approach for design
recovery from interview notes are as follows.

(1) For each interview note develop the SIG including
hardgoals, NFR softgoals, operationalizing softgoals,
and claim softgoals.

(2) Apply satisficing labels and propagate labels up the
SIG using the propagation rules.

(3) Identify those NFR softgoals that are satisficed by the
Phoenix system.

(4) Use catalogs to identify those design alternatives that
satisfice the NFR softgoals identified in step (3); these
design alternatives are represented as operationaliz-
ing softgoals.

(5) Develop contributions to each operationalizing soft-
goal identified in step (4) from other SIGs obtained in
step (1).

(6) Propagate labels from step (2) to each operationaliz-
ing softgoal in step (4).The design alternative (opera-
tionalizing softgoal) with the most satisficing label is
the best candidate.

In the first step, develop the SIG that includes hardgoals
and softgoals for each interview note. Then apply satisfic-
ing labels (satisficed, weakly satisficed, denied, and weakly
denied) to all goals in a SIG and determine the satisficing
of hardgoals and softgoals. Since design alternatives are
compared along nonfunctional requirements when each
alternative satisfies functional requirements [35], we identify
those NFR softgoals that have been satisficed. We then
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Figure 1: Partial ontology of the NFR Approach.

use catalogs to identify design alternatives that satisfice the
identified NFR softgoals—these design alternatives become
operationalizing softgoals in the SIG. We obtain corrobo-
ration from other SIGs for each of the design alternatives
by identifying contributions between these SIGs and the
design elements represented as operationalizing softgoals.
We propagate labels to these operationalizing softgoals using
the propagation rules of the NFR Approach. The design
alternative with most highly ranked label is the best design
candidate.

At this time we would like to contrast the NFR Approach
with some of the other techniques in literature. The concept
analysis technique [36] develops a tree of concepts and
subconcepts that can be used to modularize the code for
a system—concepts can represent functions for the system
and serve as the basis for design recovery; however, the
NFR Approach uses design catalogs that are justified by
stakeholder claims using a rationalization process for design
recovery. Also, the UML [37] while providing stereotypes for
capturing design information does not have constructs for
decompositions, contributions, labels, and propagation rules.

4. Application of the NFR Approach for
Recovering Architecture of Phoenix System

The first step in applying NFR Approach is to generate the
SIGs for each user interview document. The SIG obtained
from the interview note of Box 1 is shown in Figure 2. At the
bottom of the figure is the operationalizing softgoal, Phoenix
user [Marti], which represents the fact that this user uses
Phoenix for the Marti system developed by the Air Force. At
the top are the hardgoals and softgoals extracted from the
interview note. There are two NFR softgoals: Transparency
[Users] andReliability [Database], which refer to the fact that,
respectively, users of Phoenix find it transparent and that the
database is reliable. These two NFR softgoals arise from the
two statements in the interview:

“Phoenix usage is completely transparent.” and
“. . .system dependent on Postgres database (of
Phoenix)—if Postgres fails then whole system fails.”

There are also three hardgoals that represent the func-
tional requirements of the system and arise from user
statements: Controls Dataflow; Transports Images, Text, and
XML Data; Uses Postgres Database.

The arrows between operationalizing softgoal and hard-
goals/NFR softgoals are the contributions made by the oper-
ationalizing softgoal to the hardgoals and NFR softgoals. As
per the user, the Phoenix system satisfices its hardgoals and so
MAKE contributions exist to all hardgoals. Justifications for
these MAKE contributions are given by the claim softgoals,
which refer to the statement in the interview note that
justifies the contributions. Likewise, Phoenix has a MAKE
contribution to the NFR softgoal Transparency [Users] but
has a BREAK contribution to the NFR softgoal Reliability
[Database], and justifications for these are captured by the
claim softgoals, which refer to the appropriate user state-
ments.

We now apply the propagation rules to the SIG. All claim
softgoals are satisficed since they are statements made by
the user. Since all contributions between claim softgoals and
the contributions they justify are MAKE contributions, by
rule R2, all contributions between operationalizing softgoal
Phoenix and hardgoals/NFR softgoals are all satisficed. Again
by rule R2, all hardgoals are satisficed. Likewise, by rule R2
NFR softgoal Transparency [Users] is satisficed while by rule
R3, the NFR softgoal Reliability [Database] is denied. This
also means the SIG transcribes the interview note correctly
since conclusions from the SIGmatch those on the note.This
completes steps 1 and 2 of the process given in Section 3.1.

As can be seen from the SIG of Figure 2, the only
satisficed NFR softgoal is Transparency [Users]. In the next
step we turn to catalogs to identify architectural styles that
will help achieve transparency for users: three techniques
stand out—domain-specific (DS) middleware [38], service-
oriented architecture (SOA) using web services [39], and
proprietary SOA [40]. DS middleware is useful in a specific
domain only; it will need significant reconfiguration for
use in another domain. SOA is based on a structure of
loosely coupled services interacting over a common bus;
Web Services (a specific case of SOA) support brokering
of loosely coupled services based on SOAP (Simple Object
Access Protocol) protocol and UDDI (Universal Description,
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Figure 2: SIG representation of the interview note of Box 1.

Discovery, and Integration). Proprietary SOA uses its own
protocols and underlying artifacts (including hardware com-
munication channels) to seamlessly transport data.

The SIG of Figure 3 analyzes these architectural alterna-
tives to identify the most suitable candidate for the Phoenix
system. At the bottom of this figure is the SIG of Figure 2. In
the middle are three operationalizing softgoals representing
the three alternatives. At the top is the SIG from interviewing
other users (from C2 and E-Phoenix projects)—only the
relevant portions from these two SIGs are shown in Figure 3
and they are shown inverted for purposes of understand-
ing. These corroborating users identified four hardgoals:
services need channels, provides services, provides SOAP
interaction, and provides REST services (REST standing for
Representational State Transfer [41]).Of these hardgoals, only
two are satisficed based on user statements; the remaining
two were on the wish lists of users but not satisficed by
Phoenix. The next step is to identify which of the alterna-
tives satisfies all the functional requirements represented by
hardgoals. For this purpose, contributions between hardgoals
and these alternatives are drawn and claim softgoals capture
justifications for these contributions. These justifications are
shown in Table 1. There are also contributions between the
three hardgoals in the lower SIG (it should be noted that
Figure 3 is one SIG—however, for purposes of explanation
we are dividing it into lower SIG that repeats Figure 2 and
an upper SIG that captures corroborating statements from
other users): ControlsDataflow; Transports Images, Text, and
XMLData;Uses PostgresDatabase. Contributions from these
hardgoals to the alternatives are all MAKE except for the one
BREAK contribution from Uses Postgres Database hardgoal
to the SOA [Web Services] operationalizing softgoal—to
avoid clutter (and, more importantly, since they do not have

Table 1: Claims in Figure 4.

Claim softgoal Justification

C1 Domain-specific middleware does not support
multidomain services.

C2
SOA using web services does not provide
channels (which are hardware dependent
communication primitives).

C3 Proprietary SOA can be developed with
required channels.

C4 Web services provide SOAP interaction.

C5 Proprietary SOA can be developed to provide
multidomain services.

C6 Web services can provide REST services.
C7 Web services need not use Postgres database.

negative impact evaluation using propagation rules) only this
BREAK contribution is shown in Figure 3.

We now apply propagation rules to find which alternative
is most appropriate. Let us consider the labels received by
each alternative—these are shown in Tables 2, 3, and 4.
All claims C1 through C7 in Table 1 are satisficed and they
have MAKE contributions to their parent contributions—
therefore, by rule R2, all parent contributions in Figure 3 are
satisficed, which means none of the contributions change
their nature (i.e., rule R9 does not apply for any contribution).

The final label of the operationalizing softgoal DS mid-
dleware will be, by rule R5, weakly satisficed since most
of the labels propagated to this softgoal are satisficed. This
satisficing is indicated in Figure 3.

The final label of the operationalizing softgoal SOA [Web
Services] will be, by rule R5, weakly denied since most of the
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Figure 3: SIG for recovering architecture of Phoenix system.

Table 2: Labels propagated to the domain specific middleware alternative.

Source hardgoal Hardgoal label Hardgoal
contribution Label propagated Rule applied

Provides Services Satisficed BREAK Denied R3

Controls Dataflow Satisficed MAKE (not shown in
Figure 4) Satisficed R2

Transports Images, Text,
and XML Data Satisficed MAKE (not shown in

Figure 4) Satisficed R2

Uses Postgres Database Satisficed MAKE (not shown in
Figure 4) Satisficed R2

labels propagated to this softgoal are denied. This satisficing
is indicated in Figure 3.

The final label of the operationalizing softgoal SOA
[Proprietary] will be, by rule R5, satisficed since all the labels
propagated to this softgoal are satisficed. This satisficing is
indicated in Figure 3.

Since SOA [Proprietary] is the satisficed operationalizing
softgoal, the most appropriate architecture for Phoenix is a

proprietary SOA architecture. Therefore, the initial architec-
ture for the Phoenix system is shown in Figure 4.

In Figure 4, the SOA infrastructure component has the
services interpretation module, execution module, message
passing module, and the data storage module. The exposed
services form the set of services that clients of the system
can invoke. However, we need to flesh out details of this
architecture. There are references to databases in interviews
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Table 3: Labels propagated to the web services alternative.

Source hardgoal Hardgoal label Hardgoal
contribution Label propagated Rule applied

Services need channels Satisficed BREAK Denied R3
Provides SOAP interaction Denied MAKE Denied R2
Provides REST services Denied MAKE Denied R2

Controls Dataflow Satisficed MAKE (not shown in
Figure 4) Satisficed R2

Transports Images, Text,
and XML Data Satisficed MAKE (not shown in

Figure 4) Satisficed R2

Uses Postgres Database Satisficed BREAK Denied R3

Table 4: Labels propagated to the proprietary SOA alternative.

Source hardgoal Hardgoal label Hardgoal
contribution Label propagated Rule applied

Services need channels Satisficed MAKE Satisficed R2
Provides services Satisficed MAKE Satisficed R2

Controls Dataflow Satisficed MAKE (not shown in
Figure 4) Satisficed R2

Transports Images, Text,
and XML Data Satisficed MAKE (not shown in

Figure 4) Satisficed R2

Uses Postgres Database Satisficed MAKE (not shown in
Figure 4) Satisficed R2

SOA infrastructure

Exposed services· · ·

Figure 4: Initial architecture for the Phoenix system.

but these need not necessarily refer to databases inside of
Phoenix. For the next level of design refinement, wewill apply
the NFR Approach to available public documentation of the
Phoenix system.

4.1. Refining the Initial Architecture. There are twodocuments
available for public view: the user manual (called the Final
Technical Report or FTR) and a published paper [8]. Using
information from these two documents we create a SIG
for architecture refinement as shown in Figure 5. At the
bottom of this figure is the SIG from documentation. The
operationalizing softgoal Phoenix [Documentation] is AND-
decomposed into softgoals FTR and Paper [Combs] referring
to the two documentation sources. Some of the statements
from this documentation are represented as hardgoals, and
contributions are shown from the operationalizing softgoals
to these hardgoals. All contributions are MAKE and justi-
fications for these are the corresponding statements in the
documents (these claim softgoals are not shown to avoid
clutter). At the top of the SIG of Figure 5 are three hardgoals
obtained from users of Marti and E-Phoenix systems and
these hardgoals all receive MAKE contributions as well. In
the middle are SOA elements from catalogs such as [39].
SOA needs mediation facility; a mediation facility stores

register information of publishers so that when consumers
request, they are connected with appropriate publishers by
the mediation facility. SOA provides services and based
on the hardgoals the services are Query Service (QS) that
responds to queries from Inquisitors (agents that query),
Dissemination Service (DS) that provides information to
consumers, Subscription Service (SS) that producers of infor-
mation subscribe to, Service Brokering Service (SBS) that all
services register with, and Repository Service (RS) that con-
trols datastores.Theproprietary SOAalternative has channels
between services, a Registry that helps SBS register services,
and Datastores based on Postgres for storing information.
These elements of SOA are operationalizing softgoals. Also
it can be seen that the operationalizing softgoal services
are AND-decomposed into five child softgoals representing
the five services discussed above. Moreover, we know that
mediation facility in Phoenix seems to be provided by SBS
(Service Brokering Service) since all services need to register
with it—the MAKE contribution between hardgoal services
register with SBS and operationalizing softgoal mediation
facility captures this. Since SBS registers services, the Registry
is associated with it (another MAKE contribution indicates
this relationship). We know from interviewing one of the
users that a channel needs to exist between each pair of
services for communication—therefore MAKE contribution
to operationalizing softgoal channels. We also know from
FTR that Phoenix provides ten services and their names
are known—these form the services provided by the SOA
architecture. We also know that Inquisitor is connected to
QS and DS, Consumer to DS, and Producer to SS. We also
know that RS controls four types of repositories through
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Figure 5: Architecture refinement using the NFR Approach.

a repository interface (from FTR). By repeated application
of propagation rule R2, all operationalizing softgoals rep-
resenting SOA elements are satisficed. We then put all this
information together to get the refined logical architecture of
Figure 6.

The architecture of Figure 6 is the component and
connector view of Phoenix system [18]. All components in
circles indicate services, the rectangular block in the middle
is the mediation facility (SBS), and all drum-shaped figures
represent datastores and registry. All datastores are Postgres
databases. Channels between services are represented by
green arrows and normal arrows represent interfaces to
databases.

4.2. Discussion of Design Documents Recovered. Using a
similar approach of extracting information from documents,
we recovered the following design elements for the Phoenix
system:

(1) activity diagrams for different services;
(2) detailed component and connector views;
(3) deployment models.
Figures 7, 8, 9, and 10 show a few of the design views

recovered for the Phoenix system. Figure 7 shows the activity
diagram for a producer in the Phoenix system: initially all
actors register their services with SBS (Service Brokering
Service); when a producer has information to send, it estab-
lishes a channel with SS (Submission Service) and sends
information to it. When a subscriber needs this information,
it gets it from SS via the SBS and a copy is also stored in the
RS (Repository Service).

The logical deployment diagram is shown in Figure 8
where there are seventeen services (the ten basic services
and seven overhead services for Phoenix system such as the
channel maintenance services) inside the deployed system.
The physical deployment diagram of Figure 9 shows that
the seventeen services are deployed as jar files inside the
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Figure 6: Refined logical architecture for Phoenix.

SpringSource Application Server [42], which resides on top
of the Java Virtual Machine (JVM) which in turn runs on top
of either Windows or Linux operating systems.

Figure 10 shows the detailed view of one service, the
Submission Service (SS). The SS has four major compo-
nents: Input Channel Manager, Information Validator, Policy
Manager, and Forwarder. Inputs are received by the Input
Channel Manager, which is processed by the Input Processor.
Events (such as informing SBS) are fired by the Event
Firer and messages are acknowledged by the Acknowledger.
The Information Validator component has four subcompo-
nents: ITMS Communicator, Cache Manager, Validator, and
Transactions Logger. ITMS Communicator sends the input
to the Information Type Management Service (ITMS) for
confirming if the type of input is acceptable; the Cache
Manager caches the input for later replay in case of errors;
the Validator confirms that the format of the input is valid;
the Transactions Logger logs the transactions for later audit.
The Policy Manager component guides the functioning of
the remaining three components by ensuring that established
policies are followed in processing messages; the Forwarder
component relays the processed message downstream.

5. Validation and Lessons Learnt

Recovered designs were validated by three of the original
Phoenix development engineers. We presented the designs
along with a questionnaire that required them to evaluate
the artifacts by comparing them with the system documents
for Phoenix (which we did not have access to) in the spirit

of the Delphi technique [43]. The developers were provided
activity diagrams, multiple views of architecture, and logical
and physical deployment models. Based on the developers’
responses the results are tabulated in Table 5.

As can be seen in Table 5, the component and connector
view were 90% correct (in terms of the number and types
of components and connections); however, there seems to
be no central broker in the implementation of Phoenix and
bidirectionality of links is an incorrect assumption (there are
separate links for forward and reverse connections) andmore
data analysis in terms of further claim softgoal rationaliza-
tions can help uncover this information.The activity diagram
for the scenario of producer submitting information to the
dissemination service is 60% correct in terms of activities
and 88% correct in terms of links but further iteration of
information discovery process would have helped improve
accuracy. Physical deployment model and detailed view were
mostly correct though further iterations will help improve
accuracy.

One of the lessons we learnt was the importance
of domain knowledge for improving efficiency of design
recovery—the number of iterations needed to get sufficient
information from the stakeholders to capture design ratio-
nales depended on the complexity of the system. Domain
knowledge could appear in the SIG as a claim softgoal
or operationalizing softgoal. For example, the knowledge
of what Marti system does will help us understand user’s
viewpoint much better.

In the SIG of Figure 3 we concluded the architecture type
based on contributions to one NFR softgoal Transparency
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Figure 7: Activity diagram for producer actor recovered using the NFR Approach.

Table 5: Validation results.

Item Positives Scope for improvement
Component and connector
view 90% correct No central broker; Information Brokering Service (IBS) is more

important than SBS; bidirectionality assumptions are incorrect.

Activity diagrams 60% activities correct; 88%
links correct

Some of the links had wrong sources and/or destinations; some of the
activities were in the wrong order.

Logical deployment model 100% correct This has sparse information.

Physical deployment model 90% correct We concluded SpringSource was used for application server—in fact,
Java Services Container does this job.

Detailed views of services 93% correct Forwarder should be Output Channel Manager.
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Figure 9: Physical deployment model for the Phoenix system.
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Figure 10: Detailed view for the Submission service of the Phoenix
system.

[User]—what happens if more than one NFR softgoal is
involved or if contributions are conflicting? In that case, the
propagation rules of theNFRApproach can be used for trade-
off analysis to determine the suitable candidate. In Figure 3,
the current Phoenix architecture does not satisfice Reliability
[Database] (conflicting NFRs)—therefore, the three architec-
tural alternatives do not need to be reliable as far as their
database is concerned; however, this also provides a design
improvement opportunity for the next version of the system
being recovered. If another NFR softgoal is involved in a
synergistic manner (this is not the case in Figure 3), then
architecture alternatives from catalogs will need to satisfice
both NFRs to be considered a valid candidate.

A point that needs stressing is that frequent feedback
from users will help converge faster for better designs since
the feedback can be used to better guide the design recovery
process especially when conflicting claims are made by
stakeholders—in this case, it is quite possible that knowledge
captured by a SIG is incomplete and more details will need
to be discovered. Decisions reached during design recovery
using the NFR Approach are traceable through the SIG since
it helpsmaintain a historical record—therefore, if a recovered
design aspect is found wrong, using SIG, we can trace the
source of this fault and determine how to not only correct
this fault but also evaluate the impact of this correction on
the recovered design. In a sense, the process used by us is
both bottom-up and top-down: bottom-up when knowledge
from catalogs is employed to help in design recovery and top-
down when the process is iterated to obtain finer details from
previous iterations.

In our discussion in this paper we did not consider
criticalities—if any component of the SIG (hardgoal, softgoal,
decomposition, or contribution) is critical, then that com-
ponent will have to be given special consideration during
design recovery. For example, if one of the user requirements
was high throughput and users considered this requirement
favoring their use of Phoenix, then when selecting the
appropriate architecture from catalogs, the one that uses
store-and-forward mechanism may not be favored as much
as an alternative that uses streaming messages since the latter
usually has higher throughput. Likewise, in our discussion
we assumed all contributions are satisficed (we did not have
to use rule R9); however, in practice, some claims may
become invalid as more knowledge is uncovered—in that
case we can either deny the claim or deny the contribution
or both. Therefore, the view captured by Figure 3 is our
current knowledge—if things were to change, they can be
easily captured in an updated SIG.

Another point to note is that the hardgoals are actually
functional requirements for the Phoenix system; that is, in the
process of applying the NFR Approach for recovering design
we recover requirements as well-functional requirements in
the form of hardgoals and nonfunctional requirements in the
form of NFR softgoals. Finally, we used the StarUML tool
with softgoal profile module [44] for drawing the SIGs—this
tool helped us quickly create graphs and maintain versions
of SIGs that served as historical records. This tool also
keeps track of all SIG elements so that in spite of clutter
this tool helps to quickly propagate labels up the SIG using
propagation rules.
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Therefore the process of design recovery from stakeholder
interviews using the NFR Approach includes three steps.
In the first step we identify and interview stakeholders
associated with the target software system, collect and study
software artifacts associated with the system, and study liter-
ature to acquire domain knowledge. In the second step, create
SIGs from interviews, obtain candidate designs fromcatalogs,
apply labels and propagation rules, and identify the most
appropriate candidate based on user information. In the third
step, develop SIGs to obtain design views for the architecture
such as component and connector view, activity diagrams,
detailed logical diagram, logical deployment diagram, and
physical deployment diagram.

6. Conclusion and Future Work

Stakeholder views provide a unique viewpoint into a soft-
ware system—their perception of the functionality of the
software system can help verify whether the system is
indeed achieving its objectives. Stakeholders for software
systems in production (i.e., working or executing software
systems) include users and managers. Moreover, for several
legacy systems stakeholder views based on their experiences
with the software system may be the only major source
of information for the system since the original system
documentation may no longer be available [4]. In this paper
we discuss howwe recovered the design for a software system
called Phoenix [8] for the US Air Force from stakeholder
interviews. Stakeholders were interviewed, catalogs of design
information were created, and the NFR Approach [9–13] was
applied to analyze interview notes and recover the designs.
Activity diagrams, multiple views of architecture, and logical
and physical deployment models were generated for the
Phoenix system. We validated the recovered design artifacts
by feedback from Phoenix’s development engineers. The
results are encouraging with many design views matching
closely that of the developers’ designs, which gives confidence
that our process may be reused for other systems. The NFR
Approach employed for analysis provides the ability to trade
off conflicting stakeholder view points, helps record and
resolve ambiguity inherent in knowledge acquisition from
stakeholder experiences, helps trace recovered designs to
the information sources, and maintains historical records
in graphical representations called Softgoal Interdependency
Graphs (SIGs).

In the future we plan to apply the NFR Approach to other
systems at the Air Force to recover designs. We also plan
to partially automate this process by incorporating natural
language processing to identify elements of SIGs from inter-
view notes, which should speed up the process considerably.
Furthermore, integrating natural language processing with
tools available for handling NFR Approach, for example,
StarUML [44], will enable automating the processing of
knowledge recovery from stakeholders. To increase conver-
gence of designs we hope to include data from black-box
tests, including performance tests, in the future. However,
we believe that design recovery from stakeholder interviews
using the NFRApproach is a promising technique for reverse
engineering software systems.
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